Abstract—Serial hierarchical support vector machine (SHSVM) is proposed to discriminate three brain tissues which are white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). SHSVM has novel classification approach by repeating the hierarchical classification on data set iteratively. It used Radial Basis Function (rbf) Kernel with different tuning to obtain accurate results. Also as the second approach, segmentation performed with DAGSVM method. In this article eight univariate features from the raw DTI data are extracted and all the possible 2D feature sets are examined within the segmentation process. SHSVM succeed to obtain DSI values higher than 0.95 accuracy for all the three tissues, which are higher than DAGSVM results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
SEGMENTATION is known as one of the main techniques used for investigating the brain images. In segmentation, the objective is to partition the brain volume into a number of predefined tissues. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a popular modality which is used in brain imaging. Due to the complexity form of the brain tissues, different methods have been used to obtain accurate segmentation [1]-[4]. In this research for brain DTI data segmentation, support vector machine (SVM) with a novel serial hierarchical classifier (SHSVM) is proposed.

SVM gives ability to map the data into higher dimensional space. Thus in the brain DTI data which has nonconvex distribution, SVM works properly. Different Kernel functions are used in SVM to perform space transformation such as linear, polynomial, Radial Basis Function (rbf) [5], etc.

The SVM was used for one-class discrimination with quadratic classifiers in [6]. Also it can be used for multiclass segmentation. The most common used methods for the multiclass SVM segmentation are: one-against-one [7], one-against-all [8], and DAGSVM [9].

In this work, we focus on brain tissue segmentation using DTI data, where all three major brain tissues including white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are taken into account. As discriminatory parameters we consider eight DTI-based features extracted from diffusion tensor data (eigenvalues, scalar invariants, relative and fractional anisotropy) and from these univariate features all the possible 2D feature sets are extracted and used.

As the segmentation methods we investigate SHSVM and DAGSVM. The experiences are executed with different $\sigma$ values. Dice similarity index (DSI) is used as the evaluation technique [10]. Also 3D scatterplots for manual and SVM segmentations are used for investigating the results visually.

II. METHODS
A. Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
From the DTI raw data by the help of FDT-FSL three eigenvalues ($\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3$) were extracted. These eigenvalues used to extract fractional anisotropy (FA), relative anisotropy (RA), and scalar invariants ($I_1, I_2, I_3$) according to (1)-(5) [11]-[15].

$$FA = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1,2,3}(\lambda_i - \overline{\lambda})^2}{\sum_{i=1,2,3}\lambda_i}}$$ (1)

$$RA = \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1,2,3}(\lambda_i - \overline{\lambda})^2}$$ (2)

where in FA and RA,

$$\overline{\lambda} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{3} \lambda_i$$

$$I_1 = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3$$ (3)

$$I_2 = \lambda_1 \lambda_2 + \lambda_2 \lambda_3 + \lambda_3 \lambda_1$$ (4)

$$I_3 = \lambda_1 \cdot \lambda_2 \cdot \lambda_3$$ (5)

Our previous research examined almost all the univariate and different multifeature sets [16]. The obtained results showed the multifeature sets, had the highest accuracy. Performing all the combination of the features is out of the scope of this article. Here the experiences are performed on all the possible 2D feature sets (e.g. FA-RA, II-I2, ...) and the best results are presented.
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B. Support Vector Machine

Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method which has been illustrated perfectly in [17]. The SVM attempts to perform linear classification on nonlinear distributed data. It has two main stages: training and test. Assume a training set with \( N \) samples, each one represent as \((x_i, y_i)\), where \( x_i \) is feature vector and \( y_i \) is class labels which are \(+1\) and \(-1\). In SVM a linear decision boundary or hyperplane is considered as (6),

\[
w^T x + b = 0
\]

where \( x \) is an input data (vector), \( w \) is the hyperplane orientation (vector) and \( b \) is a bias parameter. Training process attempts to obtain perfect \( w \) and \( b \) to maximize distance between two classes that so called margin. After training process the test stage or the classification is carried out. Each input vector fulfilled one of the following equations and leads to be classified.

\[
w^T x_k + b > 0 \quad \text{then} \quad x_k \in \text{class} \ (+1) \quad (7)
\]

\[
w^T x_k + b < 0 \quad \text{then} \quad x_k \in \text{class} \ (-1) \quad (8)
\]

The major part in SVM which makes it a strong method against the nonconvex distribution and nonseparable data is space transformation (mapping). Different Kernel functions are used to transfer data into higher dimensional space to separate the data. Therefore, linear classifier works for the mapped data where the original data need non-linear classifier. In this article Radial Basis Function (rbf) Kernel (9) is examined [5].

\[
K(x_1, x_2) = \exp\left(\frac{-||x_1 - x_2||^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \quad (9)
\]

where \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are input vector space and \( \sigma \) is rbf Kernel function parameter. Selecting the \( \sigma \) value is important and some investigation in [18]. Here we examined different \( \sigma \) values and the best results presented.

C. Segmentation Approach

Two SVM segmentation methods are proposed in this research: SHSVM and DAGSVM. SHSVM is a series of hierarchical classification using SVM. In this method in each iteration \( k(k-1)/2 \) classifiers are used, where \( k \) is number of classes. SHSVM has three steps. First step, data is classified with \( k(k-1)/2 \) classifiers. Each classifier segmented data into class/non-class. Second step, the segmented results which are \( k \) classified data are merged together to obtain one sort of data set. This data set contains \( k \) classes and some unclassified or misclassified regions. Third step, the unclassified data is considered as the input data set and the procedure from the first step is repeated. This process is continued until all data are classified.

In this method when data are merged together. Some of the class regions overlap each other. In addition, some of the data are not classified into any of the classes. The process separates these data and the SHSVM is performed on the separated data sets. SHSVM is executed for six different \( \sigma \) values. These values are: \( \sigma = \{0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3\} \).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this research 28 numbers of 2D feature sets from the eight univariate features were extracted. Where each 2D feature set in each slice contains about 4000 pixels, in total about 120000 pixels in each slice were examined. And the selective results are presented as follows.

Fig. 1 shows 3D scatterplot of FA-I3 feature set, obtained with the SHSVM segmentation vs. manual segmentation.

Fig. 2 shows 3D scatterplot of FA-I3 feature set, obtained with the DAGSVM vs. manual segmentation.

Fig. 3 shows 3D scatterplot of FA-I3 feature set, obtained manually. The 3D scatterplots in Figs. 1 and 2 are compared with Fig. 3 and discussed in Section IV.

Fig. 4 shows DSI values of WM discrimination using SHSVM. The results are obtained from seven 2D feature sets.
GM discrimination (0.68) and WM discrimination (0.70) was obtained by $\lambda_3$-I3. Therefore, there is an interaction between feature sets and segmentation methods. To obtain accurate discrimination for each tissue, it needs a tradeoff between different feature sets and SVM methods. Kernel function tuning effects have to be considered as well.

As it was seen, the accuracy of the results was influenced by decreasing the $\sigma$ value. In SHSVM for the CSF, decreasing the $\sigma$ amount values caused to increase the segmentation accuracy from 0.62 up to 1. For GM that is from 0.40 up to 1 and for WM that is from 0.68 up to 0.89. These $\sigma$ variations in DAGSVM for the CSF caused to increase the segmentation accuracy from 0.54 up to 0.97. For GM that is from 0.17 up to 0.85 and for WM that is from 0.69 up to 0.89. The variations of the $\sigma$ values have effect on segmentation accuracy. However, for some of the features decreasing the $\sigma$ value from especial value has no effect on result’s accuracy. For instance, in FA-I3, decreasing the $\sigma$ lower than 0.01 has no effect on accuracy. Also selecting the low $\sigma$ values caused to increase the execution time. Therefore, the $\sigma$ tuning for segmentation accuracy and execution time is quite important.

In addition, 3D scatterplots show that the input data have nonconvex distribution (see Fig. 3). Visual investigation of the 3D scatterplots of SHSVM in Fig. 1 and DAGSVM in Fig. 2 and comparing these results with that of the manual segmentation in Fig. 3 show SHSVM has more accurate segmentation results than DAGSVM.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research SHSVM with rbf Kernel was used. It was seen that segmentation accuracy influenced by decreasing the $\sigma$ values. Also there is a limitation for $\sigma$ value which from that value we could not obtain higher accuracy. Therefore, perfect Kernel function tuning in addition of obtaining the accurate results cause to save the time.

The SHSVM in comparison with DAGSVM has the better results. Thus it is introduce for the brain segmentation. Moreover, for the future work we purpose to use different DTI data and using SHSVM with different Kernel functions. Applying different tuning on Kernel functions is other approach which might be considered to improve the accuracy and speed of the process.
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